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Section I:  General Overview and Next Steps 

The Korean community formed the Korean Generation Panel (GP), which developed a 
proposal for Korean Script Root Zone Label Generation Rules (RZ-LGR). As per 
the LGR Procedure, the proposal was posted for a second Public Comment to allow those 
who have not participated in the Korean GP to make their views known. Based on the 
community feedback from the first Public Comment proceeding, the GP further updated the 
proposal (Proposal, Supporting Document, and Appendices) prior to releasing it for a second 
round of Public Comment. Based on the feedback, the Korean GP will finalize and submit the 
proposal to the Integration Panel for integration into the root zone. 
 

Section II:  Contributors 

At the time this report was prepared, a total of four (4) community submissions had been 
posted to the forum. The contributors, both individuals and organizations/groups, are listed 
below in chronological order by posting date with initials noted. To the extent that quotations 
are used in the foregoing narrative (Section III), such citations will reference the contributor’s 
initials. 

Organizations and Groups: 

Name Submitted by Initials 

Japanese Generation Panel Hiro Hotta JGP 

 
Individuals:  

Name Affiliation (if provided) Initials 

윤복남 (B. N. Yun)   
 

BNY 

Kyungran Kang  KK 

Byun, Kyuhong (변규홍)  BK 

 
 
 
 

Section III:  Summary of Comments 

https://www.icann.org/en/announcements/details/proposal-for-korean-root-zone-label-generation-rules---second-public-comment-2-3-2021-en
https://www.icann.org/public-comments/lgr-proposal-korean-script-2021-03-02-en
https://mm.icann.org/pipermail/comments-lgr-proposal-korean-script-02mar21/
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/lgr-procedure-20mar13-en.pdf
https://www.icann.org/public-comments/korean-lgr-2018-01-25-en
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/proposal-korean-lgr-02mar21-en.xml
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/proposal-korean-lgr-02mar21-en.pdf
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/proposal-korean-lgr-appendices-02mar21-en.zip
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General Disclaimer: This section intends to summarize broadly and comprehensively the 
comments submitted to this public comment proceeding but does not address every specific 
position stated by each contributor. The preparer recommends that readers interested in 
specific aspects of any of the summarized comments, or the full context of others, refer 
directly to the specific contributions at the link referenced above (View Comments Submitted). 

JGP: JGP congratulates the Korean Generation Panel on the Korean Root Zone LGR (K-
LGR) proposal completion. JGP is confident that the Korean LGR proposal is in accordance 
with the result of coordination between Chinese Generation Panel, Japanese Generation 
Panel, and Korean Generation Panel.  

BNY, KK:  BNY and KK support the Korean LGR proposal.  

BK: BK appreciates various community members’ contributions to K-LGR proposal. BK 
supports the newly added rule: "Do not mix Hangul and Hanja in the same label"; and 
acknowledges invaluable efforts from the community and KGP members, to allow this change 
to be made.  
 

Section IV:  Analysis of Comments 

General Disclaimer: This section intends to provide an analysis and evaluation of the 
comments submitted along with explanations regarding the basis for any recommendations 
provided within the analysis. 
 
These comments are being submitted to the Korean Generation Panel for their consideration 
and incorporation (as needed) in the Korean LGR proposal for the root zone. 
 

 
 


